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Students can produce writing for a range of purposes and audiences.
A process of constructing texts in traditional orthography that communicate experiences, thoughts, feelings, and understandings for diverse audiences and purposes.
Produce writing for a range of purposes and audiences

Communicate for a range of purposes with a range of audiences
What is emergent writing?
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Emergent writers have to figure out many things!

- How to use a pencil
- How to construct understandings
- How to represent their ideas
- That writing is communication
How do you get started?

Understand that writing development EMERGES over time.
Emergent Writing

• Choose a topic
• Communicate about the topic
• Write about the topic using the alphabet
Everyone Needs a Pencil
https://www.dlmpd.com/instructional-resources/

Alternate Pencils Resources
+
PD Module on Alternate Pencils
Text Types and Purposes

A key purpose of writing is to communicate clearly to an external audience.
Set meaningful task and purpose
Provide access to traditional orthography through print or braille letters
Facilitate audience response
THANK YOU!
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